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N ew data on Ds decays, since the last Review of Particle Propertiestll, comes from the

CLEO, ACCMOR, NA14’,  Mark III and ARGUS groups. This brief note discusses new

results in hadronic decays, the absolute branching ratios and the P-wave Ds candidates, ob-

tained from recent publications , preprints and summaries121.

The new Ds hadronic modes and recent measurements which differ substantially from

previous measurements are listed in Table 1. The decay mode T?OK*+ is analogous to the

pK+ and iT”“K+ modes previously observed and is seen at a comparable rate to that of (9~.

The existence of these KT? decays indicates that the strength of the internal W emission dia- *

grams is sizable. The ox++ mode is seen only in one experiment and due to the limited sta-

tistics, it is not possible to determine if the decay is through the quasi-two body mode op”.

The f% mode has been observed in the three pion Daltiz plot by E691 and confirmed by

Mark III. The fox mode is predicted to occur by the weak spectator decay as the f” is believed

to be the scalar particle of hidden strangeness with a mass below KK threshold. The evi-

dence for the nla and 77’~ modes is still controversial. A previous Mark II measurement report-

ed a rate relative to on: of 3.0fl.l and 4.8_+2.1111] for these modes respectively. Recently

E691 and Mark III have set upper limits whereas NA14’ has now seen a very large Ds signal

decaying to n’rc. The true value may lie somewhere in between and awaits more experimen-

tal data.
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Table 1, Ds Hadronic Decay modes

r( mode)/r( Ds’-@c’:I Experiment

0.89k.32 ACCMORL31

1.20f.21 CLEOt4]

~3.5 at 9O%CL NAl 4’L51

2.4fl.O+O.5 TPS”]

~3.3 at 90% CL TPSt61

co.5  at 90% CL TPSf”]

0.28+0.21+0.28 TPSf71
0.58f0.21f.028 Marklll[s]

cl.5 at 90% CL TP.W

~2.5 at 90% CL MarklIlt

-cl .9 at 90% CL MarklIlt I

6.9312.4311.4 NAl 4’tl”]

Knowledge of the absolute branching ratios of the Ds is required to normalize all the

reactions which contain the Ds and observe it via the $7~ mode. There are three different

approaches to estimate this rate, all from e+e- production. The first method measures the

inclusive rate of o,xp(e’e-~Ds’+X,Ds~~~~) and theoretically determines the total Ds

cross section, oth(e+e-+Ds’+X),  from estimates of the total charm content in R and the

strange sea. The absolute branching ratio is then BR(Dst-+@& = o,xJe+e-

+Dsf+X,Ds’+Qnf)  / oth(e+e-+Ds’+X).  The second method used by the CLEO group

attempts a more precise estimate of oth(e+e-+Ds’+X)  by again estimating the total charm

content in R by measuring all the charm baryons and mesons ( except the Ds) and attributing

the remaining missing charm from e+e- reactions to Ds production. The third method uses a

search for associated production of exclusive Ds pairs in e+e- production into various decay

modes near threshold and compares the rate to the inclusive Ds production in the Ds decay

modes. Thus the branching ratio for the ox mode is equal to BR(Ds-+ox) = o,,&e+e-
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Table 2. Absolute Ds-+o71: Branching Ratio Estimates

Method Absolute BR( Ds-@n) Group

Charm Continuum estimate 1.7-l 3% Many group& 2]
All Inclusive measurement 2fl% CLE0f131
Associated Production ~4.1 at 90% CL Mark IIIh41

+Ds+Ds-, Ds++@+, Ds--+@L-) /o,xn(e+e--+Ds*+X,  Ds’+@$). This technique, often

called the double tag method, was attempted by the Mark III for the Ds, but because of limited

size of the data sample, no events were found and an upper limit was set. The first two

approaches are model dependent and require several theoretical estimates. The last

approach while model independent requires much more data to obtain a measurement. The

estimates are listed in Table 2. As the $171:  branching ratio drops we expect the existance of

many more decays that have not been measured. These missing decay modes should

contain hidden strangeness and probably have high charged multiplicities and/or many neu-
.-

tral secondaries.

Decay Mode

D*+K”
D*+K”

Table 3. Excited P-Wave Ds Candidate

Mass Width Group

2535.9f.6f2.0 MeV/c2  ~4.6 MeV/c* ARGUS[15]

2535.6k.7f.4  MeV/c2 ~5.44 MeV/c2 CLEO[‘6]

Both ARGUS and CLEO observe a narrow resonance in the mode Ds*+D*+K” as

shown in Table 3. This can be identified as the P-wave cs state that strongly decays into

charmed and strange mesons. The lack of evidence of the state in the mode D+K” suggests

that the state is not the lowest lying P-wave scalar but possibly the ‘P, or 3P, states. The

mass is roughly 100 MeV/c2  above the P-wave ci candidate at 2428 MeV/c2.  This is where
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the P-wave cs candidate is expected since the P-wave mass splittings between charm-

strange and charm-non-strange mesons should follow the S-wave splittings, M(cs,‘So)  -

M(c6,‘So ) = M(c;,~S,)  - M(c;,~S,)  = 100 MeV/c2. The width is surprisingly narrow but may

be a consequence of mixing between the two l+ states.
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